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Message from key school bodies
Chairperson’s Report

“To create a unique environment that develops remarkable humans.”
This is the purpose statement for Kamaroi coming out of several workshops we undertook as we progress
our 2020-2022 strategic plan.
We felt that this encapsulated what we were looking to create for Kamaroi heading towards 2022 and
beyond. Not the best, not the smartest but students who, as their foundation of life is built, can go out into
the world and make positive contributions in their relationships, professional lives and in the community.
These workshops were held in the latter half of 2019. Wonderfully facilitated by David Ward, we had several
workshops with the Board, staff, parents and wider community all invited. In these workshops we explored
our purpose and created three strategic pillars-underpinned by the sustainable educational foundation that
the teachers and staff so beautifully provide.
These pillars are:
1.
2.
3.

Increase enrolments,
Explore options of preschool solution,
Identify correct capital structure for the school.

The first pillar was clearly the most crucial, but all pillars are linked. With recent declining enrolments this
creates pressure on the finances of the school and limits our ability to invest in the future. We will be
investing in upgrading our marketing /enrolment efforts with a new website roll out in the middle of 2020.
The preschool option is something we as a Board needed to explore. The vision being that it provides a
feeder into the kindergarten and Classes1-6. Some preliminary exploration work was done in 2019 but much
more work is required to fully flesh out the options available to us. It comes with some regulatory and
financial hurdles to overcome but something we need to get clear taking into account the pros and cons of
any final decision. It is crucial that the Pre School can stand on its own feet financially so we do not
jeopardise our current government funding.
Our capital structure is what give us the fuel to invest in the school longer term. We will be working through
the master plan with Board members and consulting with staff to understand the needs in the school today
and for the future.
These three pillars are strongly underpinned by our vibrant and energetic teaching and administrative staff.
This foundation needs to be sustainable into the future for all staff concerned as we respond to the changing
demands placed upon all staff.
The education offered at Kamaroi is truly a gift and needs to be shared with as many people as possible to
ensure our longer-term viability
We bid farewell to John Forman after many, many years at the school and welcomed Michael Twigg as our
new Business Manager. Despite the changing landscape of enrolments and shifting nature of government
funding, prudent management of school finances from John and Michael meant we had a small surplus of
$21,771. Considering we had budgeted for a deficit this was a good result.
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Once again, the community involvement at Kamaroi was heartening to see. We do need the support from as
many parents and carers as possible and acknowledge that this has also become challenging as the society
demands increase. Our thanks to all the parents volunteer efforts in 2019. The fair was again a great success.
Thank you to members of the Parent Association (PA) for their efforts in 2019 even freak windstorms
disrupting the Christmas market could not dampen their enthusiasm!
We thank all the teaching staff for their ongoing dedication to their craft, to all the administrative and
support staff for their continued efforts and to everyone for their unfailing commitment to the children.
Lastly, I would like to acknowledge Rosemary Gentle who stepped down as chairperson at the end of 2019.
She has made a wonderful contribution to the school over many years and as the chair for the last three
years. It is this kind of service that is vital to our organisation and we are deeply indebted to Rosemary for it.

David Orton
Board Chair
Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School
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Principal report to the AGM 2019
The following report is based on the 2019 academic year at Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School.

Teaching and Learning

The teachers’ dedication and commitment in bringing a solid and creative Steiner education to
their classes is to be commended.
Staffing
The teaching staff:
Kindergarten Ana Luz Camancho Anderson
Belinda Schaefer
Lisa Olsvold
Jutta Schulte
Jacqueline Fischer
Class 1
Georgia McHugh
Class 2
Nicole Wise
Class 3
Nick Garnock
Class 4
Jessica Evans
Class 5
Jennifer Stone
Class 6
Mandy Silversides and Raphaela Mazzone
Eurythmy
Diane Tatum
Handcraft
Vanessa Snaith
Information
Mandy Silversides
Technology
Ensembles
Karen Leimbach
Library
Lisa Smith
Sport
Kim Mann (T1)
Matthew Dunn (T 2,3,4)
Assistants
Kindergarten
Bernie Banbury and Justine Copeland
Class 1 & Class 2
Kim Mann
Class 3
Natalie Anderson & Michelle Cabena
Eurythmy Accompanist
Larissa Borek
Craft
Belinda Flynn
Library & Classroom Assistant
Angela Etherington
•
•
•
•

Georgia McHugh was appointed as the new Class 1 teacher.
Lisa Devine continued in her role as school pastoral care worker; supporting students, parents
and teachers.
Nick Garnock took paternity leave in term one.
Matthew Dunn was temporary sport/relief teacher for the year. He took long service leave in
term two. In this time Kim Mann taught sport.
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•

•
•

A dedicated music teacher was not found and this position was covered by relief teachers and
Diane Tatum for much of the year. Andrea Smith was in the position as a casual basis for term
four.
Tracy Cohen took long service leave in term three. Her position was filled by a new casual
teacher, Julie Leal.
Belinda Schaefer took leave in term 4; her days in Kindergarten were covered by Jutta Schulte

Pre-Service Teacher Training
Hosting pre-service teachers is an important way to pass on to the next generation of teachers.
• Kamaroi hosted 30 Masters of Teaching students from Sydney University for a day visit in
term one.
• A student volunteer from Germany spent two weeks in the school.
• One work experience student spent a week in the kindergarten in March.
• A student from Sydney University spent time observing in the school.
Deepening our Professional Practice
Teachers started the year with a professional learning day run by Nicole Ostini on the 30th January.
This was followed by a further two days with Lisa Romero on the 4th and 5th February.
Education consultant, Susan Laing worked with class teachers and also parents in Class 5.
Matthew Cunnane, facilitated a professional development day with a focus on assessment in a
Steiner school context.
Work on positive behaviours in the classroom and social emotional learning was ongoing through
the year with guidance and advice from consultants from the Association of Independent Schools
(AIS NSW)
Staff meetings were held in different teaching spaces each week to give the teachers a sense of
what each does and experience the space through different eyes.
Several teachers attended the Class Teachers Intensives held at Glenaeon in January.
Kamaroi was represented at a SEA Delegates meeting in March and at the Governance, Leadership
and Management Conference in May. Kamaroi was not represented at the August delegates
meeting.
Ongoing mentoring of teachers was in place at Kamaroi.
Each year the teachers set professional goals that relate to their teaching practice and
professional development. School based and personal goals are identified and are categorised and
reviewed the following way.
•
•
•
•

What do I intend to do? One goal must be in relation to Steiner pedagogy and three
relating to the AITSL Australian Professional Standards for Teachers.
What are the steps that will help achieve the goals? What is the timeframe for achieving
the goals?
How will I know that I have been successful? How will my students benefit? What is the
evidence of improvement?
What professional learning will I need to achieve my goals? What support do I need from
the school leadership team/colleagues?
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Working with the Children
Working in the classrooms with the children is, of course, what Kamaroi is all about. The day to
day delivery of the curriculum is inspiring! The teachers in every area, class teachers and specialist
teachers, bring wisdom, inspiration, imagination and humour to their work.
Early morning French lessons continued. Two classes ran, one for Class 5 and 6 students with
experience in French and a second class with younger or those new to the language.
Class 6 were involved in a number of leadership initiatives:
•
•
•
•

Serving in the kitchen
Attending morning tea with the Principal in small groups
Leading the fortnightly school assembly
Leading activities in a Gala Sports Day

Student Support and Student Well Being
The Student Support Team met regularly with class teachers to see what support each class
needed and to make sure the children with high needs were supported.
Student Support Plans (SSPs) were written for all students with a formal educational or
developmental diagnosis.
Student Supports consultants from ASI NSW were invited to Kamaroi to observe some children
and provide professional advice to teachers.
Teacher Accreditation Authority (TAA)
Three Graduate teachers are in the school and are working towards proficient accreditation
through NESA.
NAPLAN
NAPLAN was undertaken by Class 3 and 5 students. Four of the students from Class 3 and 26
students from Class 5 sat the tests.
Physical Education
Each class teacher builds formal physical education time into their daily and weekly program. This
is also in addition to lessons conducted by another teacher. The formal sports program was
delivered by a class teacher for classes 1-6 for one 40 minute period per week.
Classes 2 and 3 also participated in external swimming lessons.
Some activities of the 2019 school year:
• Members of the community were engaged in stunning festivals: Harvest Festival with
donations of food for charity; Winter Festival, including a fire sticks performance by Class
6; Spring Festival with singing and dancing; Unfortunately our planned Christmas Festival
was cancelled due to dangerous levels of smoke from continuing bushfires in NSW. We did
however, still gather gifts under a giving tree; the gifts were donated to The Asylum
Seekers Centre in Newtown.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Most classes performed plays; this year Class 6 performed “Wind in the Willows” for the
community.
Small groups of Class 6 students joined the Principal for morning tea in term two.
Classes 3-6 participated in camps and overnight excursions. This included the Taronga Zoo
“Zoosnooze” for Class 4.
Class 5 joined with other Sydney Steiner schools for the Ancient Greek Olympics
Classes 3-6 participated in “Life Education” sessions run at the school.
A Musica Viva concert was performed for classes 1-6
Glenaeon music students performed a concert in February at Kamaroi
Lisa Devine, the School Chaplain and David Garb, a Steiner specialist in student behaviour,
gender issues, communications and transitions in schools worked with Class 6 students
and parents.
Deborah Abela, a children’s book author spent the day at Kamaroi in Book Week (5th
August), sharing her love of books with the children and what it means to be an author.
The Board hosted a dinner for all members of the community that supported the work of
the teachers throughout the year and for the teachers themselves. It was a way to say thank
you to the community.
Acknowledgement of NAIDOC Week took place at an Assembly in term 3.
David Novak visited the school and spent time with classes telling stories as part of a
school incursion.
Significant Events of the 2019
A beloved and long term Kamaroi teacher, Anthony Downs passed away in March. The
majority of teachers in the school were able to attend his funeral on Friday 8th March.
Anthony’s influence as a gifted educator and colleague at Kamaroi and in the wider Steiner
community was significant and will have ongoing impact on colleagues and those whom
he taught.
AIS conducted a preliminary audit on the school’s processes and record keeping for the
Nationally Consistent Collection of Data (NCCD) as a request from the Principal.
Robert Scali’s daughter was married in September and permission was given for the
wedding ceremony and reception to be held at Kamaroi.
The bushfire season was unprecedented in Australia which saw a catastrophic fire day
declared in the region on the 12th November. The school was closed for the day under the
instructions of the Rural Fire Service.
A major storm cell ripped through Sydney on the 26th November causing widespread
damage. All staff, children and visitors were safe and no injuries were recorded. Kamaroi
sustained widespread damage to the gardens, trees, the balcony rail and roof of the
Admin building. Many trees were ripped from the ground by their roots blocking access
paths and playgrounds. The school was closed the following day while arborists and staff
made the grounds safe for the children.
Bushfires continued across the state and also affected the Northern Beaches area of the
Eastern region. The smoke was so intense that children needed to remain inside for
multiple days each week and subsequently the Christmas Festival planned for 10th
December had to be cancelled for health reasons.
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•
•
•

John Forman resigned his position as Business Manager affective from 30th June. John’s
long term commitment to the school was noted as his farewells both at the school and
Board level.
We welcomed Michael Twigg to the position of Business Manager from the 1st July.
Michael brought a wealth of business and financial experience and acumen in taking up his
role at Kamaroi.
2019 was the 100th anniversary of Steiner/Waldorf education across the world. Kamaroi
acknowledged this by participating in the “Waldorf 100- Postcard Exchange”

“The idea of exchanging postcards is as simple as it is enchanting: When every Waldorf school in the world
sends just one (real!) postcard to every other Waldorf school in the world, then 1,100 postcards will arrive in
every school! To make the idea work, we will send every Waldorf school a package containing 1,100 blank
postcards already bearing all the different school addresses. The back side is empty, so that the pupils can
design and decorate themselves and, of course, add the name and address of their school. The whole school
community can participate in the process, creating cards that reflect each individual school.”

Governing and Managing

Board of Directors
The Board is an incredibly skilled and dedicated group of people who give generously of their time
and expertise to support Kamaroi.
Throughout the year the Board of Directors worked within their brief of:
•
•
•
•

Strategy-to work with the school’s mission and purpose and follow the strategic plan.
Accountability- to manage the legal, ethical, financial arms of the school; work with
compliance and monitored risk.
Supervision- to support and evaluate the work of the Principal and Board members
Policy- to develop and oversee implementation of strategic policy.

The goals and actions which inspire the work of the Directors and the school fall under the three
broad headings of:
1. Governing and managing
2. Teaching and learning
3. Community and caring
The strategic plan “Meeting Our Future” finished at the end of 2019. The Board engaged a facilitator,
David Ward, to lead the Kamaroi community through a process of developing a new strategic plan.
This work continued into 2020.
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Leadership Team
The Leadership members are committed to ensure sustained support for teaching and learning,
curriculum and student wellbeing. Each member of the leadership team had a specialised
portfolio covering learning support, the teachers’ accreditation and curriculum. Vanessa SnaithStudent Support Coordinator, Lisa Smith- Curriculum Coordinator and Anthony DownsProfessional Standards Coordinator. The roles are directly linked to the AITSIL Australian
Professional Standards for Teachers.
The Professional Standards Coordinator portfolio was assumed by the Principal after the passing of
Anthony Downs.
Administration Team
The Administration Team is made up of five staff members and one contractor.
Olga Blasch
Principal
John Forman (until 30th June) Michael Twigg (from 1st July)
Business Manager
Facilities Manager
Finance Manager
Kamaroi Company Secretary
Frances Kelly
Finance Officer
School Administration Officer
First Aid Officer
Graeme Hickey
Registrar
Marketing
Kim Mann
Compliance
Admin Support
(Learning Support and Classroom Assistant)
Robert Scali
Custodian Contractor
Grounds Contractor
Children’s Safety
All permanent staff participated in on-line child protection training through Complispace.
Casual teachers and music tutors were given a copy of two Kamaroi policies – Code of Conduct and
Child Protection. The policies were read and a signed acknowledgement page was returned to the
school.
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Compliance
The huge increase in compliance requirements for schools is mainly to do with evidence based
auditing in complex areas such as child protection, school attendance, student welfare and the
new, extensive changes in our requirements for teacher accreditation. All staff had access to the
Complispace* staff portal enabling them to access policies, forms and learning.
Training for wardens, critical incident response, fire extinguisher training, lock down and fire
evacuation were carried out across the school. Whole school drills in lock down and evacuation
ere practised by the school independently and under the direction of Dynamiq ** Training
focusing on the children was undertaken in first aid, asthma and anaphylaxis.
Twice yearly reports were written and provided to the parents.
*CompliSpace is a provider of Governance, Risk and Compliance and Policy Management programs (GRC&P) and
consulting services. They provide the platform/tools to monitor, manage and report on identified risks and key
compliance tasks.
** Dynamiq is contracted to Kamaroi to provide crisis and emergency management reviews, team training and
simulation exercises. Ensuring crisis and emergency management teams are prepared to face any crisis or business
interruption. Warden training and evacuation and lockdown simulation exercises are undertaken in line with the
Australian Standard AS 3745, planning and training improving emergency response.

Enrolments and Marketing
New enrolments continued to grow but these were balanced out by families leaving Kamaroi for a
variety of reasons. The expense of living in Sydney and families looking for cheaper living options
outside the city were frequent reasons for changes in class numbers.
A significant marketing drive aimed at kindergarten aged children was undertaken from
September.
Marketing initiatives were given a high focus with successful school tours each term. The
information room at the Fair proved invaluable as an avenue to reach out to new families. .
A termly publication called “The Kookaburra Call” continued. This end of term publication
included articles from teachers in terms one and three and a wider community reach in terms two
and four. It also served as a marketing tool for prospective parents.

Community and Caring

The Parent Community
A Community Street Library was installed outside the school. Thanks to the Barkhordarian family
for proposing this initiative and completing it as a family gift to the school.
The piazza refurbishment committee was established with the long term goal of revamping the
garden beds and installing a flow form in the piazza garden. The committee met regularly under
the direction of Mark Baxter (PA Co-Chair and architect)
Working bees were held and much of the structural work was completed by the end of the year. A
special opening was planned for the start of 2020.
Members of the PA hosted a successful Trivia Night for parents and staff.
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Parent Association
Kamaroi has a strong emphasis on building community and looking for possibilities to work with
the “Community and Caring” pillar of the strategic plan of the school so filling these roles and reenlivening the Parent Association was important.
Katie Orton and Mark Baxter continued as co-Chairs of the PA Committee. The full Committee
consists of:
Co-Chairs: Katie Orton and Mark Baxter
Secretary: Carolina Olivares Martin
Treasurer: David Orton
Assistant Treasurer: Tony Hill
Committee Members- Natalie Mohajerani and Tamara Newlands
Annual Fair
The Fair was held in May and was a fantastic event; drawing on the school community and the
wider community of the Northern Beaches. The Fair also offered the opportunity for the teachers
to showcase the work of the students. Thanks and gratitude go to the Fair Committee and the
Class 4 parents who ran this major school event.
Kamaroi Kitchen
The license to operate the kitchen continued with Miriam Wells and her staff member, Amber. The
Kitchen was run by them for 2.5 days per week. This is an invaluable addition to the school,
providing high quality, nourishing and healthy food with the Kitchen also being as a focal point for
community gatherings. Miriam was able to cater for other events in the school.
Akiko Fraval operated the kitchen 1.5 days per week; also providing nutritious food with a focus on
a simple menu of sushi for lunch and healthy snacks for morning tea.
Class 6 students were rostered on to assist in the kitchen from time to time.
Parent Education
Steiner schools have parent education as a priority. Providing opportunities for parents to be
involved in workshops and talks supports the parents in gaining a deeper understanding of the
philosophy and the curriculum. This is vital for parents, carers and grandparents and goes a long
way to building the community and supporting families.
Many successful parent education workshops were held throughout the year. Thanks to Michelle
Cabena who brought a balance of speakers each term covering a variety of topics.
All parents were given Information Folders at the beginning of the year which provided an
overview of the curriculum for their child’s class.
Parent Craft Group
The group met each Wednesday morning and learnt new creative skills that were then put to use
for them personally or to create beautiful items for the fair.
A Christmas Market was held on the 26th November for the children and parents to buy
homemade gifts. The event was severely compromised (see Significant Events) however the
markets continued with visiting students from the German School who sang carols.
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Thanks
I wish to thank the Board of Directors for the huge amount of work they put in throughout the
year. In particular I wish to thank Board Chair Rosemary Gentle for her dedication to the school
and for her practical and constant support to the Principal and the school community. Rosemary
stepped down as Chair at the end of the year. David Orton will take up the role of Chair of the
Board.
I wish to thank the staff at Kamaroi for their time, energy and commitment to work together in the
interests of creating a positive future for Kamaroi. There is always much to do in the school and
the staff are constantly rising to new challenges and expectations.
I would like to express much appreciation to the Parents’ Association for their ongoing support of
our programs – from Parent education, music ensembles and equipment, learning support and
other one off requests.
The Fair was an incredible day; thanks to the Parents Association, class 4 and parent volunteers
across the school to bring a stunning day to the community.
With gratitude, generosity, goodwill, dedication and commitment to our core values and our
exciting vision for the future we will continue to achieve so much together.
Olga Blasch

Principal Kamaroi Steiner School
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Contextual information about the school and
characteristics of the student body
Kamaroi School is a thriving non-denominational K-6 independent primary school situated
in beautiful bushland surrounds. The curriculum is based on the internationally recognised
educational philosophy of Rudolf Steiner. The school's mission is 'Foundation for Life' acknowledging that the first twelve years of a child's life are foundational to the child's
development as a healthy, responsible human being who loves learning and who imparts
purpose and direction to life.
In today's complex world and with the many challenges our young people will be facing , it
has never been more important that children experience a balanced curriculum - one that
places great importance on imagination and creativity and fully engages a child's feelings,
will and intellect. A curriculum that instils confidence in self and a sense of social and
environmental responsibility. By building these foundations we can empower young people
to see a more positive future which they believe they can help create.
The core values of the school which achieve these key priorities of Steiner education are
Imagination, Connection and Initiative. At Kamaroi, thinking is brought to life through
imaginative teaching and learning within an integrated curriculum balancing academic,
artistic and practical learning experiences. Emphasis is on developing a love of and
engagement in learning within a supportive learning community. There is focus on
connection - with self, each other and the world. A strong emphasis on creative arts and
social/emotional education is considered integral to not only academic development and
achievement, but also to the development of individuals who are innovative, optimistic and
resilient learners.
A unique characteristic of Steiner education is that the class teacher carries the same class
group for a number of years which supports emotional stability and security within each
child and promotes optimal academic development. At Kamaroi the students are also
guided by specialist teachers in eurythmy/dance/movement, music, handcraft, sport and
library. The academic curriculum is thus integrated with class plays, seasonal festivals,
orchestra, wind and brass ensemble, choir, as well as gardening, cooking and class 6
woodwork.
As evidenced from many years of parent satisfaction survey results, the school's key
strengths are identified as the integrated curriculum; quality of teaching and strong
teacher/student relationships; the high priority placed on communication between parents
and school; support given to students to achieve academic standards; a very strong sense of
community and strong leadership and management. Parents also appreciate that we have a
comprehensive, rigorous, balanced program of assessment which informs, not detracts from
what really matters - a whole person approach to education.
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In this rich and integrated curriculum, the Main lesson forms the backbone. At Kamaroi, each
Main lesson lasts 3-4 weeks and is studied in a two hour block at the beginning of the day.
The main lesson period allows the teacher to develop a wide range of integrated activities academic learning, movement, speech, music, story, and practical activities - all around a
central theme drawn from key learning areas. Literacy and numeracy is brought through the
medium of picture and story, developing imaginative thinking.
Throughout the primary years, children deeply engage with the great stories of human history
and culture - folk tales, myths and history of the ancient civilizations coupled with tales of
geographic exploration and scientific discovery - providing a rich tapestry of human experience,
attitudes, values and beliefs.
Kamaroi School recognises that the rich cultural and aesthetic nature of the environment natural and built - is a reflection of the Steiner educational perspectives and promotes the
achievement of educational outcomes, development of aesthetic sensitivities and sense of
wellbeing of the child. Kamaroi enjoys excellent resources and facilities. The children learn in
beautiful classrooms and the school is surrounded by natural bushland.

Characteristics of the student body

Kamaroi School has 178 students from Kindergarten to class 6. It is a co-educational, nondenominational school with students coming from a range of backgrounds, including students
with a language other than English and a number of students with special needs. In 2019
there were 95 girls and 83 boys. Please also refer to My School website:
http://www.myschool.edu.au
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Student outcomes in standardised national literacy and
numeracy testing
STUDENT PERFORMANCE ON NAPLAN 2019 – YEAR 3
Most parents choose to withdraw Class 3 students from the testing, as the timing and
pacing of the Steiner curriculum at mid-Class 3 does not correspond with the NAPLAN
content, in 2019 we had four students sit the test to generate results which appear on the
my school website. As the student cohort is very small and comparison with other students
in NSW AIS schools or with the general state scores would be skewed, the school average
could not be calculated and therefore not represented on any test summary. A simple report
on the Kamaroi scores follows. The table shows the comparison between 2018 and 2019.
COMPARISON TABLE 2018 AND 2019
NAPLAN 2018
Reading

NAPLAN 2019
Reading

School average (band 6) is above the national
The national average (band 5) 25% of Kamaroi
average (band 5) 83% Kamaroi students were in the students were in this band.
top three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
students was high band 3 to mid-band 6 with 100% students was mid-band 3 to mid-band 6 with 75%
of students in or above this range.
of students this range.

Grammar and Punctuation

School average (band 6) is above the national
average (band 5) 100% Kamaroi students were in
the top three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
students was high band 3 to mid-band 6 with 100%
of students in or above this range.

Spelling

Grammar and Punctuation

The national average (band 5) 25% of Kamaroi
students were in the top band.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
students was mid-band 3 to mid-band 6 with 75%
of students in this range.

Spelling

School average (band 5) is above the national
The national average (band 4) 50% of Kamaroi
average (band 4) 50% Kamaroi students were in the students were in this band.
top three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
students was mid band 3 to low band 6 with 100% students was mid-band 3 to mid-band 6 with 75%
of students in or above this range.
of students in this range.

Writing

Writing

School average (band 4) is the same as the national The national average (band 4) 50% of Kamaroi
average (band 4) 66% Kamaroi students were in the students were in this band.
top three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
students was mid band 3 to mid-band 5 with 83% of students was band 4 to mid-band 5 with 50% of
students in or above this range.
students in this range.
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Numeracy

Numeracy

School average (band 5) is above the national
The national average (band 4) 25% of Kamaroi
average (band 4) 83% Kamaroi students were in the students were in this band.
top three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 3
students was mid band 3 to high band 5 with
students was mid-band 3 to mid-band 5 with 50%
100% of students in or above this range.
of students in this range.

STUDENT PERFORMANCE ON NAPLAN 2019- YEAR 5
In 2019, 23-26 students in Class 5 participated in the NAPLAN tests. The table below shows the
comparison between 2018 and 2019.

COMPARISON TABLE 2018 AND 2019
NAPLAN 2018
Reading

NAPLAN 2019
Reading (24 students)

School average (band 7) above the national average School average (band 7) above the national average
(band 6) 77% Kamaroi students were in the top
(band 6) 100% of Kamaroi students were in the top
three bands.
three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
students was mid-band 5 to mid-band 7 with 100%
students was mid band 5 to high band 7 with 95% of students in or above this range.
of students in or above this range.

Grammar and Punctuation

Grammar and Punctuation (23 students)

School average (band 7) above the national average School average (band 7) above the national average
(band 6) 90% Kamaroi students were in the top
(band 4) 91% of Kamaroi students were in the top
three bands.
three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
students was low band 5 to high band 7 with 95%
of students in or above this range.

The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
students was band 5 to mid- band 7 with 95.6% of
students in or above this range.

Spelling

Spelling (23 students)

School average (band 6) the same as the national School average (band 7) above the national average
average (band 6) 81% Kamaroi students were in the (band 6) of 91% Kamaroi students were in the top
top three bands.
three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
students was low band 5 to mid-band 7 with 95% of students was mid- band 5 to mid-band 7 with 95.6%
students in or above this range.
of students in or above this range.

Writing

Writing (23 students)

School average (band 6) above the national average School average (band 6) above the national average
(band 5) 36% Kamaroi students were in the top
(band 5) 82.6% of Kamaroi students were in the top
three bands.
three bands.
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
students was high band 3 to mid-band 6 with 95% students was band 5 to band 6 with 95.6% of
of students in or above this range.
students in or above this range.
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Numeracy
School average (band 6) almost equal to the
national average (band 6) 72% Kamaroi students
were in the top three bands.

Numeracy (26 students)

School average (band 7) above the national average
(band 6) 80.7% of Kamaroi students were in the top
three bands.

The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
The range of achievement for 60% of Year 5
students was band 5 to mid-band 7 with 92% of
students was low band 5 to mid-band 7 with 95% of students in or above this range.
students in or above this range.
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Teacher qualifications and professional learning
Please also refer to My School website for total teacher numbers
http://www.myschool.edu.au

Qualifications
CATEGORY

NUMBER OF TEACHERS

Teachers who have teaching
qualifications from a higher education 17
institution within Australia or as
recognized within the National Office of
Overseas skills Recognition guidelines
(AEI-NOOSR)
Teachers who have qualifications as a
graduate from a higher education
institution within Australia or one
recognized within the AEI-NOOSR
guidelines but lack formal teacher
Education qualifications.
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Professional learning
Highlights of the year included:
•
•

•

•
•

Class teachers benefited from the week- long Steiner Intensives at Glenaeon School
in January.
All teachers participated in a Speech and drama with a focus on literacy through the medium
of the festivals and plays with Nicole Ostini to increase understanding of communication
mediums throughout the curriculum
Teachers participated in Assessment at Kamaroi; reviewing the school based practices
and there alignment with the NESA curriculum in a review of assessment practices
within the school
Introduction to the NCCD changes
Some teachers attended the SEA National Teachers Conference

The following table outlines key professional learning throughout the year:
Description of Professional learning
Communication Speech and drama with a focus on literacy
through the medium of the festivals and plays
A deepening of the Practice of Steiner Education in the world
today
Disability legislation - Introduction to NCCD changes
Assessment at Kamaroi; reviewing the school based practices
and their alignment with the NESA curriculum
Using the ICT Curriculum at Kamaroi
Emergency Management Procedures – Warden & Extinguisher
training
Annual Child Protection Training

No of staff participating
14
16
10
11
9
18
26

Teacher Accreditation Status
Level of Accreditation
Conditional
Provisional
Proficient Teacher
Highly Accomplished (voluntary accreditation)
Lead teacher (voluntary accreditation)
Total Number of teachers
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Workforce composition
No staff members identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people.
Staff

2018

Number

2019

Teaching staff

18

18

FTE teaching staff

12.9

13

Non-teaching staff

9

11

FTE non-teaching staff

5.3

7.35
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Description of how Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School manages
non-attendance
The School keeps a register of the daily attendance of all students at the School in electronic form.
Attendance registers are in a form approved by the Minister for Education, and compliant with
the New South Wales Attendance Register Codes.
The register of daily attendance records the following information for each student:
•
•
•
•

daily attendance
absences
reasons for absences
documentation to substantiate reasons for absences.

The attendance register also includes information about any students granted an exemption from
attending school. The School has implemented the following strategies in order to improve
unsatisfactory attendance and student engagement in school and learning:
The School encourages parents/guardians to understand their obligations to ensure their child
attends school, and to not condone absences for unauthorised reasons such as birthdays,
shopping and other leisure activities.
Students with persistently low attendance will be monitored and personalised strategies will be
considered to increase their attendance and/or engage them in continuing education
programs. For students requiring more intensive support, one-on-one meetings and alternative
arrangements may be organised in consultation with parents/guardians.
When frequent absences are explained as being due to illness, the School will request medical
certificates for the absences and will consult with parents/guardians regarding the health care
needs of the student.
All required reports will be made to the Community Services Child Protection Helpline, and/or
contact will be made with the Child Wellbeing Unit if there are safety, welfare or wellbeing
concerns in relation to student attendance.

Student attendance rates
Level Description

Attendance %

Year 1

90%

Year 2

91%

Year 3

92%

Year 4

92%

Year 5

93%

Year 6

91%

Whole School

92%
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Kamaroi Student Enrolment Policy
Source of Obligation
The NSW Registration Manual (3.8) requires the Principal of the School to keep a register, in a
form approved by the Minister, of the enrolments of all children at the School.
The NSW Registration Manual (3.6.2) requires the School to provide a safe and supportive
environment by maintaining a student enrolment register.
Student Enrolments
Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School keeps a register of enrolments of all children at the School
in electronic form. Consideration will be given to the applicant’s support for the ethos of the
school, siblings already attending the school and other criteria determined by the school from
time to time. Once enrolled, students and guardians are expected to support the school’s
ethos and comply with the school rules, policies and directions to maintain the enrolment.
Information for Register of Enrolments
The register of enrolment records the following information for each student:
•
•
•
•

name, age and address
name and contact telephone number of parents/guardians
date of enrolment
date of leaving the School and the student’s destination, where appropriate for children
older than six years of age, previous school or pre-enrolment situation

Where the destination of a student under seventeen years of age is unknown, evidence that a
NSW Department of Education officer with home school liaison responsibilities has been notified
of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the student’s full name
the student's date of birth
the student's last known address
the student's last date of attendance
parents’/guardians' names and contact details
an indication of possible destination
any other information that may assist officers to locate the student
any known work health and safety risks associated with contacting the parents/guardians
or student.

Records of the Register of Enrolments
The register is retained for a period of seven years after the last entry is made, and copies of
information in the register are stored off-site at regular intervals.
Implementation
Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School has set up a series of compliance tasks in CompliSpace Assurance,
to ensure that key obligations under the NSW Registration Manual are managed effectively.
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Enrolment Procedures and Guidelines
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All Expressions of Interest should be processed within the school’s enrolment policy.
Consider each Parent/Guardian’s supporting statement/interview responses regarding
their ability and willingness to support the schools ethos.
Consider child’s educational and other needs. The school may request further
information and consult with the parents/family and other relevant persons.
Identify any strategies, which need to be put into place to accommodate the child.
Inform the applicant of the outcome.
Continuing enrolment is subject to adherence to school rules, parental support, and
payment of all school fees.

Note, Applications to enrol siblings of current children may not proceed whilst an existing debt
remains unpaid. The Business Manager may halt any application until he / she is satisfied that
fees can and will be paid on time.
Enrolment considerations will include the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Families with connection to the philosophy of the school
When applicant is transferring from another Steiner School
Siblings of current children
Parent(s) or grandparent(s) attended Kamaroi or another Steiner school
Connection with philosophy of Steiner education is evident during initial interview with
class teacher and / or Principal
If parent(s) undertaking anthroposophically-based course
If the child have previously attended Steiner playgroup / pre-school
Staff at school

Related Documents:
1. AIS Guidelines to assist the consideration of an enrolment application for a child/student
with a disability.
General procedure
Process the student’s application as per the school’s enrolment policy. In order to process
the application it will be important to work with the parents to collect all relevant
information. This will enable the school to understand the parents’ expectations of the
school, the student’s educational needs and implications for the school.
Any issues the school wishes to raise can be discussed within this framework. External
special education consultants could work with the school to consider flexible and lateral
ways of addressing the student’s needs within the school. The resultant statement of
parental expectations and articulation of what the school might be able to offer would
form the basis for on-going discussions with the parents and inform the school’s decision
regarding the enrolment.
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Recommended actions
1.

Ensure staff are aware of the following
•
•

2.

3.
4.

5.

School considers the impact on the student, other students, staff and the school
community
(including financial impact) before the enrolment decision is made. A range of strategies
need to be put into place once the decision is made. These strategies should be developed
before the enrolment decision is made.
If the school considers that it may have to decline the enrolment, seek advice from the
AIS or another appropriate person.
Ask the parents to articulate the student’s special needs and what they expect from the
school.
Consider social, academic, sport and co-curricular areas. Invite the parents to provide
further
information from their child’s specialists.
Identify the students special needs
Request information and documentation from parents to assist the processing of the
enrolment
application. The parents will have numerous reports, which could be of assistance. Of
these, the following current reports would be particularly helpful:
•
•

•
•
•
•
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

This procedure should be applied within the school’s enrolment policy, and
The school will not refuse to enrol students simply because they have special needs

Previous school reports and current school achievements
Psychologist’s report documenting functional skills and IQ test results (although the
functional information will be most useful in examining the implications for the
student’s program, the IQ results are required for Commonwealth funding
applications), if relevant
Speech pathologist’s report documenting receptive and expressive language skills
and any recommendations for programs or technology in the classroom, if relevant
Occupational and physiotherapy reports documenting self-help skills and mobility, if
relevant
Medical specialist reports, if relevant
Vision and hearing reports, if relevant

Seek information on possible levels of Commonwealth funding based on the reports and
access to other support services.
Seek advice from an external special education consultant on reports. This person
should recommend if/where further information should be sought. It may also be
important to invite the parents and their choice of relevant specialists (could include
psychologists, therapists, educators, medical specialists etc.) to the school to consider
specific needs arising from the reports or other information.
Involve an external special education consultant to assist school to examine options for
how the
school could meet the student’s needs and the parents’ expectations. Determine a
preliminary view of the school’s position and possible options.
Discuss possible options with parents.
With all the information the school determines the enrolment decision. This decision must
be able to be justified.
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Key EOI = Expression of Interest form
Process Questions
This document is to be reviewed annually by the Registrar and submitted to the Principal for approval
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Other school policies
The following policies are available on our external website, Parent Handbook and available in hard
copy from the office upon request.
In 2019 Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School continued to engage with Complispace, a company who
specialises in best practice Governance, Risk, Compliance and Policy Management. Complispace
helps schools make sure they have the required policies, procedures and work practices in place so
they continuously meet their legal obligations for their jurisdiction.
They do this by providing a suite of customised policies and procedures that are maintained and
updated in line with legal, regulatory (NESA), legislation and best practice changes. All our policies
are on Complispace 2019.
Summary of Policy
Summary of Student Welfare Policy

Changes in 2019
Changes to Child
protection
legislation were
included within the

In discharging duty of care responsibilities, the school and
teaching staff must exercise professional judgment to
achieve a balance between ensuring that students do not
face an unreasonable risk of harm and encouraging
students' independence and maximising learning
opportunities. Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School has the
following policy:
Our Duty of Care to Students Summary
The school, its governors, the Principal and each employee owes
a duty of care to take reasonable steps to protect students from
any injury or harm that may be reasonably foreseen. This
requires everyone not just to react to situations as they arise but
to engage in appropriate risk management to reduce the risk of
injury or harm.
The school is committed to:
• Establishing and effectively implementing a
comprehensive range of student care and child
protection policies and procedures (Refer to
our Student duty of Care Policies)
• Making these policies and procedures readily available
to all staff
• Providing training to staff with respect
to student safety and child protection issues
• Regularly
reviewing student safety policies and procedures to
ensure that they remain fit for purpose
• Capturing data with respect to student injuries as well
as child protection and safety incidents
• Implementing student safety and child protection
control measures as appropriate

Access to full text
All policies relating to
student safety and
welfare are set out
under the Student Duty
of Care and assurance
website menu on our
Complispace intranet,
parent handbook and
our school website. It is
important that all
teachers consistently
enforce school rules and
safety policies, and
actively engage in
ensuring the physical
and emotional wellbeing
of students.

The school expects all employees to:
• Promote the safety, welfare and well-being of students
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Abide by our student safety and child protection
policies and procedures
Be vigilant as to student safety and child protection
issues
Report to management any concerns arising with
respect to student safety issues
Not engage in inappropriate relationships with
students
Not engage in any form of sexual misconduct directed
to or involving a student
Not engage in any form of bullying or harassment or
physical conduct that may cause harm or injury to
a student
Not engage in any form of discriminatory conduct with
respect to a student

Summary of Bullying Prevention and
Intervention Policy

Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School works with the indications
given by Rudolf Steiner aiming to create a safe and caring
environment which promotes personal growth and
positive self-esteem for all.
Bullying behaviour in any form does not belong in such an
environment where positive assertive communication is
promoted and difference is valued.
No student, employee, parent, caregiver or community
member should experience bullying within the learning or
working environments of Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School.

In 2019 the
Policy was
reviewed and
to ensure the
community
liaison officer
was updated

All policies relating to the
prevention and
intervention of Bullying
are on our assurance
website menu on our
Complispace intranet,
parent handbook and
school website. It is
important that all teachers
consistently monitor
incidents of bullying and
actively engage in ensuring
the physical and emotional
wellbeing of students.

Bullying is the repeated and intentional behaviour of
causing fear, distress or harm towards another person
that involves an imbalance of power. It can involve
humiliation, domination, intimidation, victimisation and
harassment. In any bullying incident there are likely to be
three parties involved: the bully, the person being
bullied, and bystanders.
Policy Overview
To assist the school to discharge its Bullying Prevention and
Intervention responsibilities, Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School
has the following policy:
Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School recognises its duty to students to
provide a safe and positive learning environment where
individual differences and diversity within the school is
respected and accepted.
Bullying is not tolerated at Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School.
If bullying behaviour is occurring Kamaroi staff take
responsibility to meet with families to gain information. The
school then investigates.
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Once it is ascertained that bullying behaviour is occurring,
teachers meet with the children and parents of children
involved.
It is our policy that:
• Bullying be managed through a ‘whole of school
community’ approach involving students, staff and
parents/carers;
• Bullying prevention strategies be implemented within
the school on a continuous basis with a focus on
teaching age appropriate skills and strategies to
empower staff, students and parents/carers to
recognise bullying and respond appropriately;
• Bullying response strategies be tailored to the
circumstances of each incident;
• Staff establish positive role models emphasising our nobullying culture; and
• Bullying prevention and intervention strategies are
reviewed on an annual basis against best practice.

Policies for Student Discipline

The NSW Registration Manual (3.7.1 and 3.7.2) requires that
a registered non-government school must have policies
relating to discipline of students attending the school that
are based on principles of procedural fairness and do not
permit corporal punishment of students.
To assist the school to discharge its Student Discipline
responsibilities, Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School has the
following policy:
Policy Overview
Every student has the right to a learning environment free
from bullying and intimidation and to feel safe and happy at
school. They also have the right to be treated fairly and with
dignity.

There were no
changes to this
policy in 2019

All policies relating to
the Student Discipline
are on our assurance
website menu on our
Complispace intranet,
parent handbook and
school website It is
important that all
teachers consistently
monitor incidents of
bullying and actively
engage in ensuring the
physical and emotional
wellbeing of students.

Discipline is necessary to ensure the safety and welfare of
all our students, teachers and staff and to provide a
conducive learning environment.
This Student Discipline Policy sets the framework
through which Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School
manages student discipline.
Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School seeks to develop a culture of
positive discipline by setting clear expectations of students
and encouraging positive behaviour. Strategies for
developing this culture include:
•
•

clearly setting behaviour expectations;
establishing specific teaching and
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•
•
•

•

learning programs;
communicating expectations with the wider
school community;
acknowledging positive behaviours in a
range of ways from informal verbal
acknowledgement through to structured merit
awards; and
maintaining records with respect to student
behaviour.

We prohibit corporal punishment; and we do not explicitly or
implicitly sanction the administering of corporal punishment
by non-school persons, including parents, to enforce
discipline at the school.
The use of any corporal punishment by a staff member is
strictly prohibited. Any staff member who breaches this
rule will be subject to disciplinary proceedings which may
include dismissal.
Students have a right to procedural fairness in dealings that
involve their interests. This includes disciplinary decisions.
The principles of procedural fairness include the right to:
• know what the rules are, and what behaviour is
expected of students;
• have decisions determined by a reasonable and
unbiased person;
• know the allegations that have been made, and
to respond to them;
• be heard before a decision is made; and
• to have a decision reviewed (but not so as to
delay an immediate punishment).
Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School is committed to
ensuring procedural fairness when disciplining a
student. Students are expected to abide by the rules
of the school, and the directions of teachers and staff.

Policies for Complaints and Grievances
Resolution
This Policy applies to Kamaroi Rudolf Steiner School in handling
complaints made in respect of services provided by the school or
against staff members, which includes employees, contractors
and volunteers.
This policy does not extend to personal grievances between
parents, guardians or other members of the school community.

In 2019 the
Policy was
reviewed to
ensure the
provisions for
whistle
blowers were
included

All policies relating to
Complaints
management are on our
assurance website menu
on the Complispace
intranet, parent
handbook and school
website The Principal
manages the process

A complaint or grievance is an expression of dissatisfaction
made to the school about an educational and/or operational
matter relating to services provided by the school or the
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behaviour or decisions of a staff member, contractor or
volunteer, including misconduct.

If a parent/carer or student has a concern about the
conduct of a staff member, they should raise their concern
with the school in accordance with the Issues Resolution
Procedure and Guidelines.
If a complaint that concerns the behaviour of a staff member
may constitute reportable conduct, the matter will be addressed
in accordance with the school’s Child Protection Policy.
Please refer to the school’s Child Protection Policy for
information about reportable conduct. Complainants are not
required to assess whether their concern meets the threshold of
reportable conduct before making a complaint. Any concern
about a child’s wellbeing may be reported under this policy.
Complaints may be made by a student or parent/carer.

The full text of the school’s policy and processes for
complaints and grievances resolution is provided on the
Staff portal. A summary of the policy and processes is
also provided in the Parent Handbook (which is also
available from the school website)
These processes incorporate how parents raise
complaints and grievances and how the school will
respond. Reminders about complaints procedures
appear in the weekly newsletter from time to time.
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School determined priority areas for improvement
2019 Priorities
These priorities are included in greater detail on the 2015-2020 chart of goals and actions
available on Kamaroi website.
Area
Governing and
managing

Priorities Identified in 2018

Achievements in 2019

As part of embedding excellence
process goals, actions and evidence for
improvement the Board and school
management identified keys areas of
focus for the year.

Enrolments continued to be a major
focus in 2019.

•
•
•

Teaching and
learning

Enrolments
Community engagement
Communication with key
stakeholders

As part of embedding excellence
process goals , actions and evidence for
improvement are in line with the
Australian Professional Standards for
Teachers:
Standard 4 “Create and maintain
supportive and safe learning
environments”
Standard 5 “Assess, provide feedback
and report on student learning”

Community and
caring

The strategic plan expired at the end of
2019 and a process for a revised plan
began in November 2019.
Board communication with the parent
community and staff was increased

The work on positive behaviours
continued; working towards a full
implementation in 2020.

Teachers reviewed and revised the
process of recording observations about
individual children and their participation
in class activities and emotional
wellbeing at school.

Workshops for parents and the wider
community in building understanding of
Steiner education and parenting line with
the philosophy.

Parent Education talks and workshops
were held in the first half of the year. A
change in coordinator of this group
meant that fewer opportunities were
available in the second half of the year.

Social events organised for parents that
support class and school communities

A successful Trivia Night was held despite
lower than expected numbers.
The Board sponsored the annual dinner
to thank community members for their
support over the past year
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Initiatives promoting respect and responsibility
The Steiner curriculum itself offers a very rich global and historical perspective through the
Main Lesson content – from fairy tales to Ancient Rome. The Main Lessons provide timeless
values of respect for each other, that we are all part of humanity, we each have a place and a
task and each of us, using imagination and initiative, can make a meaningful contribution to
the whole.
The curriculum provides an implicit social and emotional education of children through the
nurturing of a sense of reverence for life, feelings of wonder and awe and a love of learning.
Students know and understand the content, but as their feelings have been touched by the
learning process, they also care about the phenomenon under observation and are more
likely to awaken the ethical dimension of the learning experience.
Our annual Harvest, Winter and Spring Festivals as well as specific personal development ‘rites
of passage’ programs for class 6, Main Lessons such as Farming and Gardening and our
Handcraft curriculum, all serve to support and deepen the school’s emphasis on respect for
self, the environment, each other and the global community. Specific activities such as
building a class garden, recycling and composting form an integral part of the curriculum. In
handcraft, children learn knitting in class 1 – learning about natural resources at the same
time.
Our multipronged approach to behaviour support and anti -bullying processes are
underpinned by a rights and responsibilities framework with the value of respect at the core.
The use of sharing circles in classes, children’s involvement in establishing class agreements
and consequences and an active restorative approach to conflict resolution are examples of
practices which support the core values of respect and responsibility.
At Kamaroi we aim to be more values oriented rather than rules oriented. To help promote
this, each class devised class agreements to help achieve a more explicitly respectful classroom
and playground. In 2019 we continued working towards the implementation of the Positive
Behaviour Support Intervention program (PBIS) with the support of the Association of
Independent Schools (AIS)
This is a whole school positive behaviour support structure which more explicitly and
consistently links Kamaroi’s Steiner ethos and values to the way that behaviour is taught and
reinforced.
To further support our work we the school chaplain, as part of the Government Chaplaincy
Grant program, continued in her role. Part of the work of the chaplain is to work with upper
primary classes on transition from primary to high school program / moving towards
adolescence program for class 6, as well as student resilience programs.
The class 6/class 1 buddy system is also an example of a program which engenders values of
respect, responsibility and valuing difference in our children.
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The fact that the class teacher, (or in a shared teaching arrangement, class teachers) generally
stays with the same class from class 1-6 promotes and fosters a strong sense of connection to self, to the teacher(s), to class members and to the class and school community.
This strong sense of connection or belonging in turn promotes a deep sense of care, respect,
responsibility and value of difference.
Respect for our health and well-being is a central tenet of the Steiner approach. Strong school
based encouragement for healthy eating as evidenced in our food code is fully supported by
parents.
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School Survey
In 2019 Kamaroi engaged the services of Australian Public Affairs to conduct a longitudinal
parent expectations survey.
The objectives of the survey were:
1. To survey the parents in February and then again in November to see if their
expectations of the school changed over the course of the year
2. To provide parents with an avenue to reflect on why they chose Kamaroi for their
child/ren
3. To offer an opportunity to provide feedback on what they feel works well at Kamaroi
and what we could look to improve
The response rate from the parent community was February was 55%
The response rate from the parent community was November was 53%
The main reasons parents chose Kamaroi for their children were:
 Steiner philosophy and values 80.82%
 Well rounded education 90.41%
 Arts based approach to learning 71.23%
 Age appropriate learning 83.56%
Comments from parents about what they liked about Kamaroi:
•

“The community of people who very much care about children. The warmth and kindness
of the people and the depth and range of education and experiences being offered. I love
the adult education too! I like feeling that I’m growing and learning as well. Words aren’t
enough. We love the Steiner education and Kamaroi is a little bit more extra special
beautiful than all the rest.”

•

“Flexible and creative learning environment and understanding and respecting every
individual child and provide need for each member. Wonderful communication with
families.”

•

“I love that the school has a clearly articulated philosophy and that this guides the teaching
and learning. I love the way the teachers hold the students and know them so well.”

An area for Improvement noted by parents:
•

“The school should welcome new educational ideas and researches and apply or adopt into
Steiner education system.”
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Summary of financial information
2020 BoS Report – 2019
Data
Fees & Private Income
State Recurrent Grants
Commonwealth Recurrent Grants
Government Capital Grants
Other Capital Income

61%
11%
27%
0%
0%

2,076,386
375,741
924,925
0
8,303
3,385,355

Salaries and Wage Expenses
Non-salary expenses
Capital expenditure

72%
27%
2%

2,456,677
906,907
57,826
3,421,410
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